
Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan 
Survey of Trees on the Site of The Brookes Campus near Wheatley – June 2017

Entrance to Brookes Campus – line of Lime Trees 

A survey was carried out to identify and record the condition of the trees on the Brookes Campus near Wheatley. The basis of 
the survey was a plan of the trees found in the 'Oxford Brookes University Wheatley Masterplan SPD' produced in 2012. 

All the trees noted on the plan that could be accessed (>95% of all the trees within the site) were looked at. The majority of the 
trees were given their own individual number (a few rows of trees were labelled as a mass), identified and their condition noted (as     
perceived by non-experts).  During the survey some trees were noticed that were not on the plan but were deemed worthy of a mention.

The survey was carried out by two members of the Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan (WNP)committee – Audrey Parsons and David Mancey.  
The photographs are supplied courtesy of Andrew Cooper.

Included with this report:
a) The tree plan with the tree numbers.
b) A picture showing the root protection area for the trees (also from the 'Oxford Brookes University Wheatley Masterplan SPD' produced in 
   2012)
c) Plan of the Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) produced by/for SODC labelled 35/2005
d) Plan of the Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) produced by/for SODC labelled 35/2005 with the brownfield area of Brookes Campus (area        
    WHE25 as noted in the Wheatley Neighbourhood Plan) shown to the south of the brown line.
e) Tables detailing the data recorded.
f) Tables of statistics.



The Tree Plan
The numbers on the plan are those given to the individual trees or rows.
A few of the trees marked on the plan had since been removed and are marked with an 'M' ('missing').
The trees that were not on the plan but were deemed worthy of a mention are marked with '*'.

The SODC map of Tree Preservation Orders (TPOs) 
This map is of labelled 35/2005 (the current data as per SODC website – assumed produced in 2005) for details see: 
http://www.southandvale.gov.uk/ccm/support/Main.jsp?MODULE=GIS_Details&ABBR=TPO&REF=05S35
Within details individual trees along with groups of trees are noted. It has not been possible to directly align the Tree Plan with the TPO map, 
through lack of expert knowledge/expertise however the survey was carried out with as much accuracy as was possible given the circumstances 
and we feel does reflect a good overview of the trees on the Brookes site as of June 2017.

The Tables of data recorded
Tree no. - that given to the individual tree or row of the same trees
Grade – as noted on the tree plan by a different colour of green NB some of the greens were hard to differentiate particularly for grades A and B.

Grade A – Category 'A' trees - retention most desirable
         Grade B – Category 'B' trees - retention desirable
         Grade C – Category 'C' trees - trees which could be retained
         NOP -trees Not On Plan but deemed as significant during survey (all look like young trees)

Type – species of tree
Condition – as determined by the surveyors (who are not expert in the field.

Good  – looked healthy with no obvious issues 
?issue – had signs of possible issues though may just be a lack of space – expert advice would be needed to say for sure

The Tables of statistics
a) Table showing the percentage of the total number of trees/row recorded for each different type of tree/row, and their gradings. 
b) Table showing the percentage of the total number of trees/row recorded for each different type of tree/row with condition 'good' and grading. 
c) Table showing the percentage of the total number of trees/row recorded for each different type of tree/row with condition '?issues' and grading.

http://www.southandvale.gov.uk/ccm/support/Main.jsp?MODULE=GIS_Details&ABBR=TPO&REF=05S35


Summary of Findings
There was a total of 155 trees/rows recorded which were made up of 29 different species. 

All the following percentages are a fraction of the total number of trees/rows.
The top ten species:
1 Ash 14.2 %
1 Oak -English 14.2 %
3 Lime   9.0 %
3 Poplar   9.0 %
5 Cherry                 7.7 %
5 Silver birch             7.7 %

     7 Sycamore              7.1 %
     8 Beech                    5.8 %

9 Apple                     3.2 %
   10 Aspen                  2.6 %
   10 Plane – London  2.6 %
   10 Whitebeam         2.6 %

Not in the top ten but a bit more 'exotic': Eucalyptus, Gingo biloba, Sequoia, Mulberry, Noble Fir, Persian Ironwood and Weeping Ash. Another tree to 
note is the Davidia involucrata (tree no.117) that has several 'in memorial' plaques around its base. To see all the species recorded see tables that follow. 

The percentages of the trees/rows according to grade:
Category A - 56.6 %
Category B - 21.3 %
Category C - 18.7 %
NOP -    3.2 %
The percentages of the trees/rows according to grade and condition:
Condition 'Good':  Category A - 52.3 %

 Category B - 19.4 %
 Category C   - 16.1%
 NOP -    3.2 %
 Total - 91.0 %

Condition '?issues': Category A - 4.5 %
Category B - 1.9 %
Category C - 2.6%
NOP -  0.0 %
Total -         9.0 %

In summary the trees surveyed on the Brookes Wheatley Campus are a mix of 29 different species. The majority of which appear to be in good condition 
and classified as Category A/B. Comparing the 'Plan of 2012' and the 'TPO map' it appears that for the Brownfield site (WHE25) there are 57 TPOs noted
whilst for the remainder of the site there are 21.  However the Plan of 2012/survey would suggest that there are more trees that could warrant a TPO.



Additional information: 
On the Brookes site there is a historical avenue of trees (numbers104 -115). In Wheatley there are two trees that could have been part of this avenue 
prior to the A40/ other construction taking place. These trees are i) behind the 'Wheatley Business Centre' off of Old London Road– an Oak at grid 
reference SP 60275 05796 and ii) just along from the business centre in the garden of the home that is close to Briscoe court – a Beech at grid reference
SP 60302 05739. Further research is needed to confirm if these trees where part of the original avenue.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

The 'Ancient Avenue' of Trees viewed from the North end numbers 104-115
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Trees (from left to right) 
38 Persian Ironwood, 39 Eucalyptus and 40 Mulberry

Tree 37 magnificent English Oak in 
front of the tower block.



  

 

 Memorials at base of 117 the Davidia involucrata (aka Ghost/handkerchief tree)

  



 







  Holton Park House 
   viewed directly from the grounds of the Brookes Campus site.

View of the countryside beyond the boundary of the Brookes Campus looking
northward.


